HOUSE COCKTAILS
BASIL DREAM MARTINI

Hendrick's Gin, muddled basil and cucumbers, with chamomile syrup and fresh lemon.
Soothing and relaxing, this cocktail will take you to a happy place. -12

OLD NEWS

Blackberry and lemon - a classic pairing that will never go out of style. We match those
flavors with Old Boise Gin, Angostura Bitters, fresh ginger, and give it a little lift with
egg white. This balanced and smooth cocktail brings just the right amount of juiciness.
(Aquafaba substitution available) -11

KELSEY AND THE GIANT PEACH

Based on the enchanted peach from Roald Dahl's classic tale, this cocktail will take
you on a whimsical journey. Made with Maker's Mark Whiskey and fresh peach puree
over ice with a press. Garnished with a mint leaf. -10

TY'S JUNGLE ADVENTURE

There's more to Hawaii than the beaches. Ginger root, found in the rainforests of
Hawaii, and Hibiscus, Hawaii's state flower, create the basis for this cocktail. Made
with Tito's Vodka and brought together with a touch of citrus. The color of a Maui
sunset but carries the essence of the jungle. -9

LAVENDER LADY LOVIN'

Made with Square One Botanical Vodka, lavender syrup, lemon and egg white. This
sweet, creamy, floral cocktail promotes peace and calmness amidst the daily grind of
life. (Aquafaba substitution available) -12

DREAMING OF MAUI

Brought from China to Hawaii long ago, Li Hing Mui translates to "traveling plum".
Known for its strong, salty, sour, and sweet flavor, we put it on the rim of this cocktail
to enhance the flavors. Made with Espolon Blanco Tequila, orange liqeuer, passionfruit
puree, and fresh citrus. Let this cocktail dance across your tongue. -10

SMOKE SHOW

From our resident tequila expert comes the latest and greatest mezcal creation around.
Made with Vida Mezcal and St. Germain, this drink has floral and citrus notes that
blend exquisitely with hints of smoke. -15

A WALK IN THE GARDEN

Ketel One Vodka and fresh raspberries that give this martini its beautiful scarlet hue.
And Green Chartreuse brings an herbal complexity that lasts between sips. Citrusy,
juicy, and floral, this is the cocktail you'll keep coming back to all Spring long! -15

FOLLOW 10 BARREL

WINE LIST
RED
LINEN - Merlot Blend, WA - 9/32
TRIED & TRUE - Syrah Blend, WA - 12/44
FOXGLOVE - Cabernet Sauvignon, CA - 10/36
SHARECROPPER - Pinot Nior, CA - 12/44
REUNION - Malbec, ARGENTINA - 10/36
CHATEAU PARET - Bordeaux, FRANCE - 8/28

WHITE
SCARPETTA - Prosecco, ITALY -7 (250ml can)
TAFT STREET - Chardonnay, CA - 12/44
LE JADE - Viognier, FRANCE - 10/36
WISEGUY- Sauvignon Blanc, WA - 9/32
VINI - Pinot Grigio, ITALY - 7/24
COILED - Dry Riesling, ID - 11/40
LES GARDETTES- Rosé, FRANCE - 7/24

BEER TO GO

BOTTLES:

6-PACKS:

GROWLERS:

50/50: double insulated growler

Pray 4 Snow - 4
Estonya - 16
16 Barrels - 12
Beer Nog - 12
Rose Boise - 16
Femme de la Rouge - 16
Huckleberry Grand Cru- 16

Growler Fill $10
Get the Glass for an extra $5
Chub Refills $8

Apocalypse IPA - 10
Cucumber Crush - 13
JOE IPA - 10		
Raspberry Crush - 13
Pearl IPA - 10
Passionfruit Hard Tea- 13
Blood Runs Cold IPA -10 Out of Office - 10
Crush Variety 12 Pack -22 Trail Beer - 10

Your first fill is on us!
64oz --$45

25oz -$25

N/A OPTIONS

Hop Tea Original - 3.5
Hop Tea Lemon-Ginger - 3.5
Hop Tea Peach-Raspberry - 3.5

Cock & Bull Ginger Beer - 3 .5
Bucksnort Root Beer - 3.5

CHARITY OFTHE MONTH

BEER
LIST

Ask our staff for more details. This months charity is....

RELAY FOR LIFE
We are Colleges Against Cancer - Relay for Life at Boise State University. We are a student
led organization that works hand in hand with the American Cancer Society. Every year we
put on an event called Relay for Life on Boise State's campus for students, faculty and the
Boise community to raise awareness and funds to fight cancer. Find out more about us @
RelayForLifeAtBoiseState

APRIL 15th, 2019

BEERS ON TAP
SESSION

BEERS ON TAP
HOPS

SASQUATCH**

10 SERIES 1.1

GOLDEN ALE / IBU 22 / ABV 5%

A golden ale perfect for any day...this easy drinking beer is either a good introduction
to the world of craft or a nice escape from the heavy hopped IPAs, with a low enough
ABV to throw down a few! -5.5

TRYE'D AND TRUE*

10 SERIES 1.5

RYE ALE / IBU 22 / ABV 5.6%

We've tried it and it's true…. This rye ale is full bodied with just enough hops and spice
to roll off your tongue and leave you wanting more. -5.5

AMBER WAVES OF GRAIN*

10 SERIES 2.2

AMERICAN WHEAT / IBU 30 / ABV 5.8%

We took the classic American wheat ale and layered in different crystal malts. Giving
this beer a nice complexity that will keep you wanting more. Uh, I'll have an Amber.
Make that an Amber Waves! -5.5

WISHFUL THINKING

ENGLISH SUMMER ALE / IBU 27 / ABV 5.3%

10 SERIES 1.7

We brewed this English Summer Ale on a snowy day in Spring to keep our spirits up
while waiting for warmer weather. Light and sessionable, this beer has a medium malt
body with a hint of biscuit and wheat, balanced by floral forward hops. Cheers! -5.5

GOLDEN PEAR*

10 SERIES 2.1

AMERICAN GOLDEN ALE / IBU 10 / ABV 5.6%

Notes of pear dance around in this crisp golden ale, making this easy drinking, lighter
fruited beer the perfect patio quencher. Grab a pint and a spot in the sun! -5.5

SOUR

APOCALYPSE

IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.8%

This west coast style IPA is our flagship beer. We can talk about how good we think it is
but if you like IPA’s... Just give it a run for yourself. -5.5

JOE IPA**

This IPA was formerly known as SAM named after its hops; Simcoe, Amarillo & Mosaic
but we were told this would be a trademark issue with a large craft brewery out of the
Northeast so we had to change it. We cycled through a bunch of generic names; BOB,
TOM, DICK, DAN, CARL, FRANK until we finally arrived on the perfect name for this
IPA… JOE. -5.5

MT. GEM*

DIPA / IBU 85 / ABV 8.5%

A welcoming introduction to the world of sour beers... Our Apricot Crush is made
from a Berliner Weiss base, then we add copious amounts of apricot to make this beer
really pop. Light, crisp and refreshing. (Snifter) -6.5

THREE PIECE BRUT

10 SERIES 2.9

BRUT IPA / IBU 25/ ABV 6.8%

Brut IPAs are considered the real champagne of beers. This classy IPA consists of 3
malts and 3 hops. Pilsner, wheat and flaked rice play harmoniously with Strate, Lotus
and Wai-iti hops in this ultra dry and crisp style of IPA. - 5.5
10 SERIES 2.4

Wire high by July is a term used at hop farms. A hop farmers goal is to get the bine of
the perennial crown to reach the top wire by July. That’s 18 ft high! From there the days
get shorter and the plants energy is redirected to flowering. Boom! we got hops! Grab
a pint of Wire High and give a toast to our awesome farmers! -5.5

BOISE PALE ALE*

WILD CARD

10 SERIES 1.10

We love it when we are able to brew an all Idaho beer! Yes, all the ingredients were
sourced from Idaho! We would like to thank Mountain Malt for growing and malting
the grain and Gooding Farms for growing the Idaho Gem hops used in this delicious
DIPA. (Snifter) -6.5

NORTHWEST RED ALE / IBU 42 / ABV 5.6%

SOUR/ IBU 4/ ABV 6.2%

10 SERIES 1.3

IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.9%

WIRE HIGH*

APRICOT CRUSH

DARK
10 SERIES 1.2

10 SERIES 2.3

HAULIN' THE FALLIN'**

10 SERIES 2.10

BROWN ALE/ IBU 43 / ABV 6%

More American than apple pie... This is Haulin' The Fallin'! A classic brown ale with
just enough of all the good stuff. Drink Up! -5.5

P2P*

10 SERIES 1.9

AMERICAN STOUT / IBU 65 / ABV 7%

Look into the brewery... Is Shawn smiling like the cheshire cat? Something about
brewing this beer brings out his inner child. This beast is a hop bomb followed by
loads of roasted malt. Not to mention it just won the Gold Medal at the GABF this last
summer! -5.5

SINISTOR BLACK

10 SERIES 1.6

BLACK ALE / IBU 28 / ABV 5.7%

This beer has been around almost as long as the brewery. Don’t be fooled by the name
because this dark beer is light bodied and smooth with subtle hints of chocolate and
coffee. Very unique and a must try. -5.5

986 CDA*

10 SERIES 2.5

CASCADIAN DARK ALE / IBU 65 / ABV 7%

We love Idaho and the beer is brewed with the wonderful beer ingredients Idaho
grows! Eroica and Amarillo hops take center stage in this dark, hoppy, and delicious
Cascadian Dark Ale. -5.5

CIDER/TEA
SOFT CORE

10 SERIES 1.8

CIDER / IBU 0/ ABV 6.5%

The Soft Core is the sweetest and most ripe part of an apple, brewed to create a cider
that is provocative and enticing but not too over the top. Tantalizing crisp Northwest
apples are the star of the show adding big fruit flavor without dulling sweetness.
Arousing the taste buds while keeping it classy. -5.5

PALE ALE / IBU 66/ ABV 6%

SAVAGE BELLY*

Our version of a Northwest style Pale Ale. If you’re indecisive on which direction to
go this is a classic fall-back. A nice balance of hops with just enough body and flavor.

Peaceful Belly Farms came through like they do year after year and grew some beautiful
peppers for our Savage Belly beer! We stepped up the heat this year and brewed this
very tasty ale with Romanian, Jalapeno, Big Jim, Salsa, Aura, and Padron Peppers. Try
it with a pizza! -5.5

YOUNG SQUEEZY

PEPPER BEER / IBU 12 / ABV 6%

DOUBLE GOLDEN ALE

10 SERIES 2.6

SUMMER WHEAT ALE / IBU 52 / ABV 9.6%

We took the golden ale style and doubled the malt and a touch more hops. By doing
this we created not only more alcohol but a bigger mouthfeel and a bigger overall
flavor. Brewed with a touch of rye malt to give it a zesty spice for complexity. (Snifter)

-6.5

CANS

-5.5

NITRO
IRISH STOUT

10 SERIES 1.4

NEW ENGLAND STYLE IPA / IBU 50 / ABV 6.2%

Some call the "New England IPA" a trend, some call it a style, we call it wicked good.
With a soft malt profile, low IBU, and a huge tropical hop profile, it drinks just like fruit
juice. -5.5

10 SERIES 2.7

DRY IRISH STOUT/ IBU 35 / ABV 5%

Not just for St. Paddy's Day. Although it does taste extra amazing on that day! Nice
roast with a dry finish. Nitro because its just meant to be poured that way. Drink till yer
Green! -5.5

BEANED COFFEE*

10 SERIES 2.8

COFFEE ALE / IBU 19 / ABV 6.5%

CASK
P2P*

We Beaned this mellow English Brown Ale with some very tasty hand crafted small
batch organic Sumatra coffee. Wonderful rich coffee aromas leap from your pint glass
and the medium roast flavor keeps your interest sip after sip. Now you have a great
excuse to start drinking beer in the morning! -5.5

AMERICAN STOUT / IBU 65 / ABV 7%

PUB BEER (16 OZ )

TRAIL BEER

LAGER / IBU 14 / ABV 5% SESH IPA / IBU 60 / ABV
4.8% -3
-4

RASPBERRY CRUSH

CUCUMBER CRUSH

-4

-4

SOUR / IBU 8 / ABV 6.5% SOUR / IBU 8 / ABV 5%

Look into the brewery... Is Shawn smiling like the cheshire cat? Something about
brewing this beer brings out his inner child. This beast is a hop bomb followed by loads
of roasted malt. Not to mention it won the Gold Medal at the GABF recently! -5.5

10 SERIES BEER FLIGHTS
Sample 10 of our beers! Choose:

* BREWED BY SHAWN KELSO
**RECIPE DEVELOPED BY SHAWN KELSO

10 SERIES #1

(1.1 - 1.10) OR

10 SERIES #2

(2.1 - 2.10). -10

